FAQ BROADCAST DISTRIBUTION 2016
In connection with the broadcast distribution for business year 2016 on 01.07.2017, we would like to
give our members information on following questions:

How much is the total radio distribution sum (PR and MR) for business year 2016 on 01.07.2017?
Answer: EUR 92.8 million

How much are the sums classified into categories broadcasting right (R) and mechanical right (R VR) in
this distribution?
Answer: R
EUR 77.7 million
R VR EUR 15.1 million

How much is the total television distribution sum (PR and MR) for business year 2016 on 01.07.2017?
Answer: EUR 137.8 million

How much are the sums classified into categories broadcasting right (FS and TFS) and mechanical right
(FS VR and TFS VR) in this distribution?
Answer: Broadcasting right: EUR 108.8 million
thereof
FS:
EUR 70.0 million
TFS:
EUR 38.8 million
Mechanical right: EUR 29.0 million
thereof
FS VR EUR 27.0 million
TFS VR EUR 2.0 million
What is the percentage of „miscellaneous inflows“ of the total radio distribution sum?
Answer: 56,0/92,8 Mio. EUR = 60,3%

What is the percentage of „miscellaneous inflows“ of the total television distribution sum?
Answer: EUR 27.5/137.8 million = 19.9%
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Regarding to the broadcast distribution for business year 2016, how much are the „miscellaneous
inflows“ to be distributed in particular and how are they added specifically to the categories boadcasting right (PR) and mechanical right (MR)?
Answer:
INFLOWS TELEVISION:
Communication of televison broadcasts
20.0% share of the revenue from the mechanical communication
of audio-visual carriers

EUR in thousand
12,582
757

Cable retransmission domestic (television share based on range)

4,244

Cable retransmission abroad (television share based on reports from
sister societies)

9,400

Online general collection
PR TELEVISON
Other commercial reproduction of audio-visual carriers

321
27,304
0

Online general collection

181

MR TELEVISION

181

TOTAL INFLOWS TELEVISION

27,485

INFLOWS RADIO:
60.0% share of the revenue from the mechanical communication of radio
broadcasts and audio carriers
4.8% share of the revenue from category T for „mechanical music in
cinemas“

48,975
333

Cable retransmission domestic (radio share based on range)

3,128

Cable retransmission abroad (radio share based on reports from
sister societies)

2,177

AR HÖRFUNK

54,613

Other commercial reproduction of audio carriers

1,405

Renting and lending of audio carriers

0

Online general collection

0

VR RADIO
TOTAL INFLOWS RADIO

1,405
56,018

Status: July 2017
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